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In memory of Oscar Buneman (1913-1993) 
Database query languages have a particularly simple structure. The reason for this is partly to 
make them simple t o  use, but more importantly to make it possible to optimize them by program 
transformation. A number of database query languages follow roughly the syntax of Zermelo- 
Fraenkel set notation: 
{Name x ( x E Employee, Age x > 35) 
As a more mathematical example {(x, y) 1 (x, z) E R, (t, y) E S, z = t) expresses the composition of 
binary relations R and S. These syntactic forms are called comprehensions, and a restricted form 
of comprehension syntax constitutes relational calculus, the basic query language for relational 
databases. It  has been known for some time that there is an equivalent algebraic language, the 
relational algebra, whose identities serve as the rules for transforming programs. Recent work in 
which my colleagues and I have been involved1 has shown that there is a more general algebra 
underlying comprehension notation. It is more general for two reasons: first it allows us to deal 
with structures that are not "first order" such as sets of sets; second, it generalizes the application 
of this syntax beyond sets - to lists and multisets. 
A central operation of this algebra is a mapping function whose behavior is described by 
f{xl, 22,. . . , x,) = { f (x l ) ,  f (x2), . . . , f (xn)). f applies f to each member of a set (or list or 
multiset) {xl, 2 2 , .  . . ,xn}. Another important operation is flattening, p, which, in the case of lists, 
concatenates a list of lists into a single list. Thus p{{1,5), {7,3),{5)) = {1,5,7,3,5). Again, flat- 
tening can be performed on multisets of multisets or on sets of sets, where it is "big" union. When 
we do not need to be specific about the kind of structure (list, set or multiset) under consideration, 
I shall use the generic term "collection" 
If S is a collection of collections of collections, we have the identity: 
In addition, we describe an operation such as summation, C, as well-behaved because, for any 
collection of collections of numbers, S ,  a related identity holds: 
Note that C is well-behaved for lists and multisets, but not for sets. 
To see how these operations connect with comprehension syntax, first observe that a compre- 
hension such as {e ( x E e', y E e"} can be expressed as p{{e I y E el') I x E el}, we therefore need 
only to deal with comprehensions of the form { e  I x E el}. In such comprehensions x is a 
variable that is introduced by the binding x E el and may occur in e. Simple comprehensions may 
be eliminated with the identity: 
{e 1 x E el) = fie1) where f (x) = e (3) 
'See P. Wadler. Comprehending Monads. Proc. ACM Conf. on Lisp and Functional Programming, Nice, June 
1990. See also V. Breazu-Tannen, O.P. Buneman and L. Wong. Naturally Embedded Query Languages. In Proc. 
Int. Conference on Database Theory, Berlin, October 1992 .  Springer-Verlag LNCS, pages 140-154. I am grateful to 
Val Breazu-Tannen for his careful reading of this note. 
Repeated applications of (3) can be used to  eliminate completely comprehension syntax from an 
expression. Also from (3), the following identities may be derived: 
{ f ( e ) l x E e l l =  f { e l x E e l )  = { f ( ~ ) I Y E { e l x E e ' ) l  
if x does not occur in f (4) 
A natural question to ask is whether arrays fit into this scheme of collections. To be consis- 
tent with what we have already developed we must adopt the convention of many programming 
languages that arrays are one-dimensional, and that a two-dimensional array is represented by an 
array of arrays. Let us use the notation m-array to describe an array of length m and m x n-array 
to describe an array of length m of arrays of length n. Our comprehension syntax appears to  make 
sense for arrays {2x ( xi E V) will result in array whose ith component is double the i th component 
of V, and {ix I x; E V) will result in an array whose ith component is i times the ith component of 
V. Note the deviation from mathematical convention, in which one would write {is; I x; E V). In 
comprehension notation, the binding xi E V is taken to bind both the variable x and the variable 
i to  each successive value-index pair in V. 
As we progress from sets to multisets to  lists, we have increasing structure. For example, lists 
may be reversed, but reversing is meaningless for sets or multisets. Arrays appear to  be a further 
step in this progression, but what are the additional operations and identities? I must confess 
to expedience here; I do not know the complete answer to this question. However there are two 
operations that bear close relationship to what we have already developed. Borrowing symbols from 
APL2, 4 transposes an m x n-array to produce an n x m-array. We have the associated identity: 
{{e I x E el) 1 y E el'} = 4{{e ( y E el1} I x E el} 
provided x does not occur in e" nor y in el ( 5 )  
A second operation is "reshape" p(m, n). If V is an mn-array, p(m, n)V is an m x n-array. Asso- 
ciated with this operation, we have the identity: 
{e 1 xi E V) = p{{el I ~b E W }  1 Wa E ~ ( n ,  m)V) 
where el is obtained from e by substituting ma + b for i (6) 
The m-shuffle operation needed in the fast Fourier transform and many other algorithms is simply 
defined as p(+(p(m, n)V)) for an mn-array V. 
Lastly, we need to express the fact that we can interchange the order of summations over an 
m x n-array. If W does not occur in e then 
E{E{e 1 xb E W) I Wa E V }  = C{C{el I 2, E Y) I Yb E 4(V)} 
where el is obtained from e by interchanging a and b (7) 
Using comprehensions, we can implement the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of an mn-array 
V as 
(I have omitted a sign and a factor of 6). In this, w i  is the ith power of the nth principal root 
of 1, and I(") is the array O , 1 ,  .. . , n - 1. It is important to stress that (8) is a program. If you will 
'K. Iverson. A Programming Language, Wiley, 1962.  
allow the expansion of Greek letters into the kinds of symbols used in conventional languages and an 
explicit notation for multiplication and subscripting, it is a program that can be written in certain 
existing functional programming languages and database query languages. In such languages, the 
program would have a running time proportional to (mn)2. 
Using (6) and (7),  we can transform the DFT (8) into 
Writing W for 4(p(m, n)V) and using (6) gives us 
Moving a product over a sum (I did not specify this obvious transformation) gives us: 
p{{~{w$,"d+C)~{w~by I yb E z) 1 za E W)  I c E I ( ~ ) )  I d E I ( ~ ) )  
= p { ~ { { ~ $ , " d + C ) ~ { ~ ~ b y  ( yb E Z) ( Z, E W) [ c E I(,)) I d E by (4) 
= p { f ( $ { { ~ $ ~ d + c ) ~ { ~ i b y  I yb E Z) ( c E I Za E W)) I d E by (5) 
= 
~ { f ( ~ { { ~ $ , " ~ + ~ ) t  I tc E {C{"~~Y I yb E 2) 1 c E I Za E W)) I d E I ( ~ ) )  by (4) 
= p{f(qh{{w$,"d+c)t ( tc E an(z) )  I za E W)) I d E dm)) (9) 
This last expression is a program that implements the DFT of size mn using m DFTs of size n. 
Having computed the latter, the number of additional operations used in (9) is readily seen to be 
proportional to  m2n. Thus if T(n) is the time needed to compute the DFT of n, this transformation 
shows that T(mn) = mT(n) + ~ m ~ n  for some constant K. When m = 2 we have the well-known 
recurrence relation T(2n) = 2T(n) + IT'n, which shows that the number of operations needed to 
evaluate the discrete Fourier transform of an array of length n is proportional to n log2 n. 
What has this bought us? There is some interest in computer science in finding an efficient 
implementation from an initial program by direct manipulation of the source code and, at the 
same time, establishing the correctness of that implementation. Another point is that databases 
and database languages are often criticized for their inability to maintain and manipulate scientific 
data. I hope that the foregoing indicates that it may be possibile to  correct this. 
Of course, the program I have developed here is a very, very long way from the tight and elegant 
code that my father once showed me in his implementation of the fast Fourier transform3. However, 
I believe he would have taken pleasure from the apparent connection between our two subjects. 
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